In this paper, we conduct an in-depth evaluation of a broad spectrum of scheduling alternatives for clusters. These include the widely used batch scheduling, local scheduling, gang scheduling, all prior communication-driven coscheduling algorithms (Dynamic Coscheduling (DCS), Spin Block (SB), Periodic Boost (PB), and Co-ordinated Coscheduling (CC)) and a newly proposed HYBRID coscheduling algorithm on a 16-node, Myrinet-connected Linux cluster. Performance and energy measurements using several NAS, LLNL and ANL benchmarks on the Linux cluster provide several interesting conclusions. First, although batch scheduling is currently used in most clusters, all blocking-based coscheduling techniques such as SB, CC and HYBRID and the gang scheduling can provide much better performance even in a dedicated cluster platform. Second, in contrast to some of the prior studies, we observe that blocking-based schemes like SB and HYBRID can provide better performance than spin-based techniques like PB on a Linux platform. Third, the proposed HYBRID scheduling provides the best performance-energy behavior and can be implemented on any cluster with little effort. All these results suggest that blocking-based coscheduling techniques are viable candidates to be used in clusters for significant performanceenergy benefits.
INTRODUCTION
Cluster systems [4] , built using commodity off-the-shelf (CO-TS) hardware and software components, are becoming increasingly more attractive for supporting a variety of scientific and business applications. Most supercomputer platforms, university computing infrastructures, data centers and a myriad of other applications use clusters [45] . These clusters are used either as dedicated Beowulf systems or as non-dedicated time-sharing systems in solving parallel applications. As the wide-spred use of these systems spanning from a few nodes to thousands of nodes (like IBM ASCI [28] and MCR Linux Cluster [45] in LLNL) continues, improving their performance and energy efficiency becomes a critical issue. While improving the performance has always been the main focus, some recent studies indicate that maintenance of these data centers and supercomputers requires enormous amount of power [27] . Typical power requirements range from about 1.5 megawatt for a data center to about 18 megawatts for some of the supercomputers [7, 25, 45] . A more recent projection for running a PFlop system is about 100 megawatts [7] . A conservative estimate of the annual operational budget of a PFlop system (assuming $10 per megawatt) comes to about millions of dollars! Thus, even a small reduction in the energy consumption without compromising the deliverable performance will have significant financial impacts.
One viable approach to enhance the performance-energy behavior of clusters is to use an efficient scheduling algorithm, since it has a direct impact on system performance. The possible alternatives span from simple batch scheduling [15] and native local scheduling to more sophisticated techniques like gang scheduling [15, 16, 18, 14] or communication-driven coscheduling [41, 6, 32] . Most of the universities, government labs and commercial installations still use some form of batch scheduling [19, 1] for their research, development, and testing clusters.
In local scheduling, processes of a parallel job are independently scheduled by the native OS scheduler on each node, without any effort to coschedule them. Although simpler to implement, local scheduling can be very inefficient for running parallel jobs that need process coordination. Gang scheduling, on the other hand, uses explicit global synchronization to schedule all the processes of a job simultaneously, and has been successfully deployed in commercial Symmetric Multi-Processing (SMP) systems. To some extent, this has been shown viable for dedicated clusters [18, 14] . Recently, a few coscheduling alternatives such as Dynamic Coscheduling (DCS) [41] , Implicit Coscheduling (ICS) [6] , Spin Block (SB) [32] , Periodic Boost (PB) [32] and Co-ordinated Coscheduling (CC) [3] have been proposed for clusters. These coscheduling techniques rely on the communication behavior of the applications to schedule the communicating processes of a job simultaneously. Using efficient user-level communication protocols such as U-Net [13] , Active Messages [46] , Fast Messages [34] and VIA [12] , coscheduling has been shown to be quite efficient in a time-sharing environment. However, to the best of our knowledge, none of these coscheduling techniques have yet made their way into real deployments.
The motivation of this paper is to enhance the deliverable performance and reduce the energy consumption of dedicated clusters through efficient scheduling. In this context, we attempt to investigate the following issues: (i) How do the communication-driven coscheduling techniques compare against the batch scheduling?; (ii) How do the coscheduling techniques compare against gang scheduling?; (iii) Can we design/identify some coscheduling techniques, which can be used instead of a batch scheduler to enhance performanceenergy behavior?; and (iv) What about the implementation, portability and scalability issue for deploying these schemes on different hardware and software platforms?.
To address these concerns, we conduct an in-depth evaluation of a broad spectrum of scheduling alternatives for clusters. These include a widely used batch scheduler (PBS) [1] , local scheduling, gang scheduling, all prior communicationdriven coscheduling algorithms, and a newly proposed HY-BRID coscheduling algorithm. In order to provide ease of implementation and portability across many cluster platforms, we propose a generic framework for deploying any coscheduling algorithm by providing a reusable and dynamically loadable kernel module. We have implemented four prior coscheduling algorithms (Dynamic Coscheduling (DCS), Spin Block (SB), Periodic Boost (PB), and Co-ordinated Coscheduling (CC)) and the HYBRID coscheduling using this framework on a 16-node, Myrinet-connected [9] Linux cluster that uses GM as the communication layer. We have ported a previously proposed gang scheduler (SCore) [18] to our platform for comparison with other schemes.
Unlike the other coscheduling schemes, our proposed HY-BRID coscheduling scheme adopts a mixed approach of the gang scheduling and communication-driven coscheduling. Like gang scheduling, it attempts to coschedule the parallel processes of a job. However, the coscheduling is not explicit as in the gang scheduling and the processes need not be coscheduled for the entire execution time. Similarly, like communication-driven coscheduling schemes, the HYBRID scheme tries to approximately coschedule only the communicating processes. But, unlike the former techniques, it does not depend on the explicit message arrival or waiting hint for coscheduling. We achieved this by applying different scheduling policies to the computation and communication phases of a program. We boost the priority of all the communicating processes at the beginning of a communication phase hoping that they are all coscheduled, and lower their priority at the end of communication. This is done at the MPI level by detecting the communication activities. For the computation phase, the processes are scheduled by the local Linux scheduler. The main advantage of the HY-BRID coscheduling scheme is its simplicity and portability. Since this scheme is implemented at the parallel program level (e.g.: MPI), it does not require modifications to a NIC firmware and user-level communication. Thus, it can be ported to another platform with little effort.
We conduct an extensive measurement-based study of all scheduling techniques using several NAS, LLNL and ANL benchmarks on the Linux cluster. The main objective functions here are the average completion time and total energy consumption. For the power/energy measurements, we use the WT210 [47] measurement tool. In addition, we also analyze the impact of memory swapping on coscheduling algorithms. We believe that this is the first effort that not only does a comprehensive performance analysis of all scheduling techniques, but also considers power and other factors into the overall equation.
This paper provides several interesting conclusions. First and foremost, the most important observation is that we can achieve significant performance improvements by deploying a suitable communication-driven coscheduling instead of the widely used batch scheduling. For example, schemes like HYBRID, CC and SB can reduce the average completion time orders of magnitude compared to a batch scheduler under heavy load. Second, blocking-based schemes like HY-BRID, CC and SB perform significantly better than the spin-only based schemes like PB or DCS, contrary to some previous results [32, 42] . They can provide competitive or even better performance than gang scheduling. Third, the proposed HYBRID scheme is the best performer and can be implemented on any communication layer with minimal effort. Fourth, it is possible to devise a memory-aware coscheduling technique, which can avoid expensive memory swapping, and can still perform better than a batch scheduler. Finally, the improved efficiency of a scheduling algorithm translates to energy conservation or better performance-energy ratio. Our experiments show that under heavy load, the HYBRID scheme is 38% better energyefficient compared to the batch scheduler. All these performance and energy results strongly support the case for using a coscheduling algorithm in dedicated clusters.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we provide a summary of all the prior scheduling techniques for clusters. Section 3 outlines the generic framework that can be used for implementing any coscheduling scheme. The HYBRID coscheduling algorithms is explained in Section 4. The performance results are analyzed in Section 5, followed by the concluding remarks in the last Section.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In this section, we summarize batch scheduling, gang scheduling and communication-driven coscheduling techniques.
Batch Scheduling
Batch scheduling is the most popular policy to manage dedicated clusters for running non-interactive jobs. NQS [15] , Maui [43] , IBM LoadLeveler [19] , and PBS [1] are widelyused batch schedulers. OpenPBS and PBSPro are the open source version and commercial version of PBS, respectively. Typically, a batch scheduler is used for large scientific applications to avoid memory swapping. The disadvantages of batch scheduling are low utilization and high completion time [39] . To solve these problems, various backfilling techniques [49, 29] have been proposed, where a job, which is not at the head of the waiting queue, is allowed to run by bypassing other jobs. In this paper, we use the OpenPBS in our cluster system.
Gang Scheduling
The gang scheduling (Explicit coscheduling) is an efficient coscheduling algorithm for fine-grained parallel processes. It has two features: (i) all the processes of a parallel job, called a gang, are scheduled together for simultaneous execution using one-to-one mapping, and (ii) context switching is coordinated across the nodes such that all the processes are scheduled and de-scheduled at the same time. The advantage of a gang scheduler is faster completion time because the processes of a job are scheduled together, while its disadvantage is the global synchronization overhead needed to coordinate a set of processes. Gang scheduling has been mainly used in supercomputers (GangLL [23] is currently used in ASCI machines.). SCore-D [18] is the first implementation of a gang scheduler in a Linux cluster.
Communication-Driven Coscheduling
Unlike the gang scheduling, with a communication-driven coscheduling like DCS [41] , SB [32] , PB [32] or CC [3] , each node in a cluster has an independent scheduler, which coordinates the communicating processes of a parallel job. All these coscheduling algorithms rely primarily on one of the two local events (arrival of a message and waiting for a message) to determine when and which process to schedule. For example, in SB [6, 32] , a process waiting for a message spins for a fixed amount of time before blocking itself, hoping that the corresponding process is coscheduled at the remote node. DCS [41] uses an incoming message to schedule the process for which the messages are destined. The underlying idea is that there is a high probability that the corresponding sender is scheduled at the remote node and thus, both processes can be scheduled simultaneously. In the PB scheme [32] , a periodic mechanism checks the endpoints of the parallel processes in a round-robin fashion and boosts the priority of one of the processes with un-consumed messages based on some selection criteria. The recently proposed CC scheme [3] is different in that it optimizes the spinning time to improve performance at both the sender and receiver. With this scheme, the sender spins for a pre-determined amount of time before blocking, waiting for an acknowledge from the Network Interface Controller (NIC). On the receiver side, a process waits for a message arrival within the spin time. If a message does not arrive within this time, the process is blocked and registered for an interrupt from the NIC. In a regular interval, a process that has the largest number of un-consumed incoming message, is scheduled to run next.
All prior coscheduling schemes have been evaluated on nondedicated small clusters and have arrived at different conclusions. For example, PB was shown to be the best performer on a Solaris cluster [32] , while CC and SB provided better performance than PB and DCS on a Linux cluster [3] . However, none of these techniques have been evaluated against the batch and gang schedulings to determine their feasibility for use in dedicated clusters.
A COSCHEDULING FRAMEWORK
To implement a communication-driven coscheduling scheme, we usually need to modify the NIC's device driver and firmware, and the user-level communication layer. As shown in Figure 1 (a), a scheduling policy is mainly implemented in the device driver to decide which process should be executed next (typically by boosting its priority). Next, a mechanism module is implemented in the NIC firmware and user-level communication layer to collect the information required by the device driver. Thus, implementation of a coscheduling algorithm requires significant amount of effort and time. Moreover, this effort needs to be repeated whenever we move to a new platform.
This observation motivates us to propose a generic framework in which, a policy can be standardized and reused as a stand-alone kernel module, and proper interfaces can be outlined to implement the boosting mechanisms in the firmware, whenever required. Thus, the overall idea is to cleanly abstract a coscheduling policy from its underlying implementation mechanism so that both can be treated independently.
We now describe implementation of our scalable and reusable framework in a bottom-up fashion. As shown in Figure 1 (b), our design logically comprises of two layers. At the lowest layer (layer 1), we implemented a kernel scheduler patch (Linux 2.2, Linux 2.4) that provides flexibility for the system software developers to change their local scheduling policies through an independently loadable kernel module, which is built upon a previous effort by Rhine at HP labs [37] . Next, we developed a dynamically loadable kernel module [36] , called SchedAsst, at layer 2, and several re-usable coscheduling policies are implemented in this module. Every time the local Linux scheduler is invoked by the system, before making a selection from its own runqueue [10] , the SchedAsst selects the next process to run based on certain criteria, and returns its recommendation to the native scheduler. The criteria for selection is our policy, and is clearly specific to the coscheduling technique enforced. The native scheduler optionally verifies the recommendation of the SchedAsst for fairness before making a final selection decision. The final decision is then conveyed back (optionally) to the SchedAsst for its book-keeping.
This design clearly gives us several advantages. First, our framework can be reused to deploy and test several coscheduling mechanisms on a Linux cluster with minimal effort. Second, the coscheduling module can be tied in easily with any user-level communication infrastructure (VIA, IBA, U-Net, GM, FM, AM etc.), providing us the flexibility and generality. Finally, by adhering to the standard interface for implementing a coscheduling mechanism, the driver/firmware writers can easily and independently provide coscheduling support. Using the framework, we have implemented four prior coscheduling schemes (DCS, PB, SB and CC) and the newly proposed HYBRID coscheduling, which will be discussed in the next Section. The coscheduling policies are implemented in SchedAsst in Figure 1 (b). We also modified the GM's [31] device driver and firmware to add the mechanism modules to gather communication information. GM has one completion queue for all acknowledgments from a NIC; including the send completion and recv completion. To implement SB correctly, we had to divide the single completion queue of GM into a send completion queue and a receive completion queue, and use the SB mechanism only for the recv completion queue. For DCS, we added a module in the NIC firmware that compares a current process to the corresponding process of the message and notifies the discrepancy to the SchedAsst. All these implementations in GM required considerable effort.
HYBRID COSCHEDULING
We propose a new scheme, called HYBRID coscheduling, which combines the intrinsic merits of both gang scheduling and communication-driven coscheduling. Execution of a parallel process consists of two phases; computation and communication. A gang scheduler coschedules all the processes of a parallel job during its entire execution, and thus, suffers from high global synchronization overhead. Ideally, global synchronization is not necessary during its computation phase. On the other hand, all communication-driven coscheduling schemes try to approximately coschedule the processes only in the communication phase. For example, DCS and PB use a boosting mechanism for the process, which receives a message from the corresponding node and SB employs a spin-block mechanism at the receiver side. Thus, unlike the gang scheduler, coscheduling is implicit here.
The HYBRID coscheduling imitates the gang scheduling policy without using any global synchronization when a process is in the communication phase. We achieve this by explicitly boosting the priority of a process locally when it enters a collective communication phase, as illustrated in Figure 2 , hoping that all other corresponding processes are also coscheduled. The processes return to the normal state at the end of the communication phase. We implemented this boosting mechanism in the SchedAsst of our coscheduling framework.
The proposed HYBRID scheme consists of two techniques. First, an immediate blocking is used at a sender and a receiver. It means that when a parallel process sends or receives a message, the process is immediately blocked if it is not complete. In prior blocking-based coschedulings, a parallel process spins for a fixed time (e.g. 300us) before being blocked. Second, when a parallel process enters a collective communication phase (e.g. MPI Bcast, MPI Barrier, etc), its priority is boosted until it leaves the communication phase. At the end of communication, its priority is lowered to its original value. All prior communication-driven coscheduling algorithms approximately coschedule each communication. In our proposed scheme, we try to coschedule all the communicating processes from the beginning to the end, not only an individual communication. In Table 1 , we summarize the actions at the sender and receiver for all schemes when they wait for the completion of each communication, and the boosting policy at the beginning and end of a collective communication phase.
The HYBRID coscheduling algorithm introduces two design issues. One is to differentiate between the computation and communication phases in a parallel program and the other is the fairness problem caused by the boosting mechanism because priority boosting of a specific process is likely to cause , which is used as the message passing layer in our programming model. It is also possible that a compiler recognizes the communication part in a parallel program and inserts the boosting code automatically at compile time to get better performance. This is a future research topic. We do not insert the boosting code in point-topoint MPI functions because these are faster than collective communication and thus, the performance gain will be minimal. Second, to guarantee fairness, the HYBRID coscheduling uses the immediate blocking mechanism. Therefore, a process that waits for a reply, is immediately blocked if the message has not been received.
The first advantage of the HYBRID coscheduling scheme is its simplicity and portability. The HYBRID scheme can be implemented simply at the parallel program level. Thus, it can be deployed on a communication layer such as VIA, GM and TCP/IP without requiring any modifications of the system software. Second, the proposed policy eliminates many overheads of other communication-driven coscheduling schemes. A typical communication-driven coscheduling scheme monitors the communication activities and a coscheduling module decides on which process to be boosted based on the communication activity. Thus, it incurs some processing overhead, while the HYBRID coscheduling can eliminate this overhead. In DCS, when a NIC receives a message, it checks the current running process. If the message is not destined for the current running process, the NIC raises an interrupt for an appropriate process. The number of interrupts would be high for fine-grained communication.
Third, the HYBRID mechanism eliminates the possible delay between a message arrival at a node and the actual boosting of the process, because the priority is already boosted whenever a process enters the communication phase. In SB and CC, a receiver process waits for a pre-determined period for a reply hoping that the corresponding process at a remote node is also currently running. If the reply does not arrive within this time, it releases the CPU and blocks itself. Hence, the CPU time can be wasted spinning if the sender and receiver processes are not coscheduled. This penalty can be eliminated in HYBRID coscheduling because it blocks the process immediately if there is no reply from the corresponding node.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performances of four types of scheduling techniques (local scheduling, gang, batch and communication-driven coscheduling) on a 16-node cluster using NAS, LLNL and ANL benchmarks. In addition, we investigate the memory swapping effect and measure the energy consumption of each scheduling scheme.
Experimental Platform and Workload
Our experimental testbed is a 16-node Linux (version 2.4.7-10) cluster, connected through a 16-port Myrinet [9] [30] over GM as our parallel programming library. GM supports two communication mechanisms; (i) non-blocking and (ii) blocking. In CC/SB and HYBRID schemes, we use the blocking mechanism of GM. On this platform, we measured application-toapplication one-way latency to be around 9.7µsec, averaged over 100,000 ping-pong short messages. This includes protocol processing overheads on both the sender as well as the receiver ends.
We use primarily NAS Parallel benchmarks (version 2.3) [33] to evaluate the performance of all scheduling schemes in this paper. The NAS Parallel benchmarks consist of eight applications and we use all programs except FT because it needs the F90 Fortran compiler that is not currently available in our platform. In addition, we use the sPPM program from LLNL and BlockSolve95 code in ANL. BlockSolve95 [24] is a parallel program to solve sparse linear problems for physical models and sPPM [26] benchmark is a program to solve 3D gas dynamics models on a uniform Cartesian mesh. In order to better understand the results of this paper, we summarize the execution time of each NAS application from CLASS A to CLASS C, sPPM and BlockSolve95 on our 16-node cluster in Table 2 . Moreover, Table 2 shows the communication intensity of each benchmark since the performance is related to the communication intensity in communicationdriven coscheduling techniques.
In a real system, a parallel program arrives at a cluster and waits in the waiting queue if it cannot be allocated immediately. After a certain amount of queuing time, it is assigned to the required number of processors. We imitate the arrival pattern of jobs in a real system by randomly generating several jobs with varying problem sizes (CLASS A, B and C) and different number of processors per job (The number of processors is selected from 4, 8, 9 or 16 as per the NAS application requirements.). These jobs arrive at the cluster with exponentially distributed inter-arrival times (Interarrival time distribution analysis of LLNL and several university workloads [48] showed an exponential fit.). In this experiment, we consider the average completion time per job as the performance metric, where the completion time is the sum of the queuing time and execution time.
We consider two different types of job allocation: PACKING and NO PACKING. In the NO PACKING case, parallel processes of a job are randomly allocated to the available nodes in the system, while in the PACKING scheme, contiguous nodes are assigned to a job to reduce the system fragmentation and increase the system utilization. Note that PACK-ING is the default configuration in PBS [1] and SCore [1, 18] . The Backfilling technique [49, 29] , which is widely used in batch scheduling, is another method to reduce the system fragmentation. We performed experiments with the backfilling technique in our testbed and the results of PBS with and without backfilling are very close (within 2%). The reason backfilling did not have significant performance difference is because of the characteristics of the NAS benchmark. The backfilling method is very useful when the system has many fragments that can be used for small jobs. But the number of required processors for the NAS benchmarks is usually 2 N or N 2 . In addition, our 16-node Linux cluster is relatively small to capture the backfilling effect.
In our experiments, we limit the maximum Multi Programming Level (MPL) to three for the gang scheduling and all communication-driven coschedulings, and we limit the total size of simultaneously running programs to fit the memory (1GBytes) because our default analysis does not consider memory swapping. The memory swapping issue is dealt with in the next section separately. We also implemented an allocator for the communication-driven coscheduling algorithms, and for the batch and gang schedulings, we use the allocation modules provided by PBS and SCore. In addition, we also collect results with and without packing. Figure 3 (a) depicts the completion time results when the system is highly loaded (the average job inter-arrival time is 100 seconds), whereas the results of Figure 3 (b) are obtained in a lightly loaded condition (the average job interarrival time is 250 seconds). Performance measurements on ASCI Blue-Pacific at LLNL [48] with gang scheduling indicated that the system under heavy load experiences long queuing time, which could be as high as six times of the execution time. Thus, our heavy load experiments represent a typical dedicated cluster environment in a smaller scale.
Comparisons of All Scheduling Techniques
In Figures 3 (a) and (b) , we see that the PACKING scheme helps improving the performance as expected. The average performance gain with PACKING in Figure 3 (a) is about 20% compared to the NO PACKING case. In the batch scheduling (PBS) [1] and gang scheduling (SCore) [18] , we do not have the results without PACKING, since these two schemes use PACKING as the default mode. In Figure 3 (a), the result of the Native Local Scheduler (NLS) with NO PACKING shows the worst completion time and PB with NO PACKING and PBS follow next. The batch scheduling (PBS) has the longest waiting time and this confirms the weakness of a batch scheduler.
As expected, in Figure 3 (a) , the completion time of each scheduling scheme is much longer than that in Figure 3 (b) . In Figure 3 (a) , the completion times increase due to large waiting times, but in Figure 3 (b), the difference between the execution times of the scheduling schemes is more pronounced. Although the two figures show different characteristics, the overall trend of the completion times is the same. First of all, the batch scheduling (PBS) has the lowest execution time, followed by the HYBRID scheme, and then the gang scheduling (SCore) and CC/SB, which have similar execution times (The performance results of CC, SB and that of the blocking scheme available with GM are almost identical and thus, we do not plot them separately.). The most striking observation in these figures is that the HYBRID coscheduling scheme has the lowest completion time among all scheduling schemes. The average completion time per job with the HYBRID scheme reduces as much as 68% compared to PBS and by 15% compared to the gang scheduler under heavy load.
The main reason the HYBRID scheme performs better than all prior coschedulings is that it avoids the unnecessary spinning time of other schemes. In CC and SB, a parallel process spins for a fixed time (e.g. 300us), and then is blocked if it is not complete. The weakness of this strategy is that the spinning time can be wasted if the corresponding process on the other node does not send the message in time. In SCore, DCS and PB, the communication is non-blocking and a process keeps spinning waiting for the message from another node. In contrast, in HYBRID, the process is immediately blocked if the communication operation is not complete. When the message arrives, the process wakes up immediately (since its priority is boosted) and starts communication with the remote node. Thus, the HYBRID scheme reduces the communication delay. The second reason is that there are frequent interrupts from a NIC to the CPU to boost the process's priority in CC, DCS and PB. In HYBRID, since the process is only boosted at the beginning of an MPI collective communication, it can save these interrupt overheads. Third, the HYBRID scheme avoids the global synchronization overhead of gang scheduling. A gang scheduler like SCore should spend some time to achieve the global synchronization across all the nodes per every scheduling quantum. However, since HYBRID follows the implicit coscheduling policy, there is no need for global synchronization.
Another interesting result is that the blocking-based coschedulings (HYBRID, CC and SB) have better performance than the non-blocking based coschedulings (DCS and PB). This is because the blocking technique allows other processes in the ready state to proceed and this improves the completion time as well as the throughput. Especially, the blockingbased mechanisms significantly outperform the PB scheme, contrary to some earlier results [32, 42, 5] . In [32] and [42] , PB was shown as the best performer on a Solaris cluster through measurements and by an analytical model. In another simulation study [5] , it was observed that simple blocking techniques were more effective in some cases than the spin-based techniques. However, our results indicate that blocking-based mechanisms (HYBRID and CC/SB) consistently perform better across all workloads in our cluster.
The main reason for this is the choice of the local scheduling algorithm. The earnings-based Linux scheduler uses a simple, counter controlled mechanism to restrict the amount of CPU time a process receives (within a bounded time, defined by an epoch). This ensures fairness to all processes in the same class [10] . On the other hand, priority-based, Multi-level Feedback Queue (MFQ) schedulers (as in Solaris, Windows NT) use a priority decay mechanism [40] , where a process, after receiving a time slot, is placed in a lower priority queue and hence, cannot receive CPU time unless it bubbles up to the highest level. Thus, the amount of time a process receives is not as tightly controlled as it is in Linux. This means that if a process is made to remain in the highest level priority queue (which is the case in [32] for PB), it is difficult to ensure fairness. In contrast, in Linux, even if a temporary boost is given (to the PB scheme) on a message arrival, this boost cannot be continuously effective. This is because once the process uses its share of time slots, it can no longer be scheduled until all other processes also expire their time slots in the current epoch.
We conducted another set of experiments using BlockSolve95 [24] , sPPM [26] and LU from the NAS benchmark by varying the problem size and the number of processors. These are relatively long-running applications with low communication. We generated 20 jobs mixed from these applications with an average inter-arrival time of 500 seconds and MPL was limited to three. Figure 4 shows the completion time of PBS, SCore, CC/SB and HYBRID schemes. Again, HY-BRID exhibits the best performance followed by CC/SB, gang and PBS. Even for these low communication applications, batch scheduling suffers from the largest waiting time. Next, we analyze the scalability of the coscheduling techniques with various problem sizes. We use three largest classes of NAS workloads; A, B and C, and randomly generate 20 jobs in each CLASS with varying number of required processors for a job. In this experiment, we only test five scheduling schemes (CC, SB, HYBRID, PBS and SCore), because HYBRID and CC always outperform PB and DCS techniques. Figure 5 shows the average completion time of the three workloads for different coscheduling schemes. In CLASS A, the completion times are very close, although the result of the batch scheduling shows higher waiting time.
Since the execution times in CLASS A are too short, whenever a new job arrives at a cluster, it can start almost immediately. It makes the MPL as low as one. In CLASS B, batch scheduling (PBS) shows the worst performance due to maximum queuing time, despite its shortest execution time.
In CLASS C, all four schemes show more noticeable results, since the problem sizes are large enough to affect the performance. The completion time of the HYBRID and CC/SB schemes show about 10% improvement compared to SCore.
Comparing the result of HYBRID with that of PBS, we get at least 40% improvement. Now, we focus on the performance variation when the communication intensities of the workloads change. In all 16 nodes, we simultaneously run three identical programs from CLASS C. In this experiment, we only consider the communication-driven coscheduling techniques and the gang scheduling because MPL in batch scheduling is always one. Since the three applications start and end almost at the same time, there is no waiting time. Therefore, we use average execution time as the performance metric for this experiment.
In Figures 6 (a), (b) and (c) , the HYBRID scheme always shows the shortest execution time for all NAS benchmarks. We omit the EP results here because the average execution times of all schemes are almost the same due to minimal communication in the EP application. The observation in this experiment reconfirms the fact that blocking-based coschedulings are better than spin-based coschedulings.
The NAS benchmarks in Figures 6 (a) , (b) and (c) are grouped to show the difference properly. The trends of the results in Figure 6 are related to the communication intensities. CG, which has the highest communication intensity, shows the most distinguishable results between the blockingbased and the spin-based coschedulings. Although IS is also a high communication intensity program, its execution is too small to show noticeable difference between the scheduling policies. MG and SP, which are medium communication intensity programs, also show significant difference between the two groups of coscheduling schemes, while the execution time difference between the two groups for BT and LU (low communication intensity) is minimal.
Memory-Aware Allocation
In the previous experiments, we restricted the MPL to 3 to fit all the programs in the memory for gang scheduling and all coscheduling schemes. In a more general setting, the programs may compete with each other for the system memory if the total memory requirement exceeds the system memory size. To maximize the performance of parallel jobs, it is obvious that the programs should be memory resident to avoid memory swappings. This is the main reason why most dedicated clusters use a batch scheduler since they run large memory resident jobs and avoid expensive disk activities [2] . Some researchers [8, 38] have considered memory constraints only for a gang scheduler, but to the best of our knowledge, no previous study has been done for the communicationdriven coscheduling. Therefore, in this section we analyze the performance implications when the parallel jobs are allocated considering the memory requirements. Table 3 shows the maximum memory requirements of the NAS benchmarks, obtained using a system monitoring tool. In all NAS benchmarks, these values do not change during execution. Since the maximum MPL is three in our experiments, if the total memory requirement of three simultaneous running programs is larger than the system memory size, memory swapping is triggered. In this experiment, we use a workload consisting of randomly generated 20 jobs shown in Table 3 . These 20 jobs are generated with an average inter-arrival time of 100 seconds. We consider two scenarios; memory-aware and no memory-aware allocation. The no memory-aware allocation scheme does not check the memory requirements. Thus, the maximum MPL is always three. In the memory-aware allocation scheme, the allocator considers both the memory and CPU availability using the pre-determined memory information in Table 3 . Execution of a job is delayed if the memory requirement of the job exceeds the available memory. So, the maximum MPL can be less than three. In this experiment, the maximum memory size allocated for the parallel programs is 900 MBytes, and the remaining 100 MBytes is reserved for the Linux Operating System (OS). We implement a memory-aware allocation module for the allocator used in the previous section. For the gang scheduling, we use the allocation modules provided by SCore. Figure 7 (a) depicts the average completion time with different scheduling schemes. This figure includes just one result for the batch scheduling (PBS), because its MPL is always one. The first observation is that PBS outperforms all scheduling schemes with no memory-constraint. This is because the memory size of any NAS benchmark used in this experiment is smaller than the system memory. Therefore, no memory swapping occurs in batch scheduling. The average performance gain with the memory-aware allocation scheme is over 28% compared to the no memory-aware allocation. Again, the HYBRID scheme shows the best performance and its completion time is 17% lower compared to the batch scheduling. Note that the performance difference between PBS and HYBRID is not as high as in the previous graphs because here, only 20 jobs are tested for this experiment instead of 100 jobs due to long execution time of CLASS C applications. The difference will be large if 100 jobs are tested. Moreover, the MPL is less than 3 due to memory-constraints. The coscheduling schemes would perform much better at higher workloads with high MPL and when there is no memory swapping.
The speed-up ratio of no memory-aware allocation to memoryaware allocation is presented in Figure 7 (b). The execution time and waiting time speedup ratios of CC/SB and HY-BRID are the highest, and the results imply that further performance gain is possible using a memory-aware allocator for the blocking-based schemes. Usually, memory swapping occurs when a process consumes its time quantum, but if a blocking mechanism is used, a process is likely to be contextswitched out before completing its time quantum. Therefore, a blocking scheme may induce more memory swappings if the programs are not memory resident.
The main conclusion of this experiment is that a communication-driven coscheduling scheme should deploy a memoryaware allocator to avoid expensive disk activities. With this, it can outperform a batch scheduler.
Power Usage Comparison
While achievable performance is still the main issue in high performance systems, energy conservation is also becoming a serious concern because of the enormous amount of power required to maintain such infrastructures. As stated in the introduction, the operational power budget for maintaining a supercomputer may run into millions of dollars [27, 7, 25] . Thus, any viable approach for energy-efficient computing should be considered seriously. In this section, we examine the impact of all scheduling schemes, discussed previously, on the overall energy consumption in our 16-node cluster.
We use a power measurement device WT210 [47] in this experiment to measure power consumption of 6 nodes per unit time. We collect the average power consumption every 5 seconds from six randomly chosen nodes and then project the overall energy consumption of the whole cluster. Our cluster does not have the functionality of Advanced Power Management (APM) [21] or Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI) [22] , which provides energy saving techniques in a machine. A single node in the cluster consumes about 219.10 watts when it is idle, and we refer to this as the idle power consumption. When a node is busy, it consumes an additional 18.839 watts, termed as busy power consumption in this paper. Table 4 presents the total energy consumption of the different schemes in completing a workload of 100 mixed jobs from the NAS benchmarks. This is the same workload that was used to plot Figure 3 (a) in Subsection 5.2. In Table 4 , the total energy consumption consists of two parts; idle energy and busy energy. The table reveals that the batch scheduling (PBS) has the highest energy consumption due to its longest waiting time, which translates to the corresponding idle energy. We observe that in addition to being able to provide better performance, the blocking-based coschedulings are quite energy-efficient. The HYBRID and CC/SB schemes exhibit 38% and 35% better energy saving compared to the batch scheduling, due to shorter completion times. Also, the gang scheduler is equally energy-efficient like the CC and SB schemes.
In addition, we measured the average utilization of individ- 
where
E : total energy consumption B : idle power consumption per node X : busy power consumption per node U : average node utilization N : the number of nodes in a cluster T : total program running time.
B and X are system dependent and in our case, B and X are 219.10 watts and 18.968 watts, respectively. Using the above equation, we calculated the energy consumption of all scheduling schemes and compared these values with the measured energy, shown in Table 4 . The difference between the measured data and from the equation is within 3% across all the techniques. This analysis implies that we can get an accurate estimate of energy consumption if we know the system/node utilization and program execution time. Figure 8 shows the total energy consumption trend of 20 jobs as a function of problem size. Obviously, the energy efficiency due to an efficient scheduling scheme increases as the problem size increases from CLASS A to CLASS C. With the long running CLASS C applications, the HYBRID scheme showed the best energy behavior followed by CC/SB and gang scheduling. Compared to the batch scheduler, the total energy consumption with these coscheduling schemes will decreases as the system load (in terms of number of jobs) increases.
Finally, Table 5 aware allocation experiment, which was discussed in Section 5.3. These results along with that of Figure 7 (a) indicate that by avoiding the disk swapping activities, we benefit both in terms of performance and energy. The implications of this energy analysis study are the following: First, let us assume that a typical dedicated computer center like in LLNL or in any university computing facility runs some N number of jobs in a day using a batch scheduler like PBS [1] or LoadLeveler [19] . If we use the proposed HYBRID scheme or any other blocking-based coscheduling scheme (for that matter a gang scheduler), we can complete those jobs in much less time, implying that the system can be virtually shut down or can be in a power saving mode. One can argue that most centers probably would not shut down their system. In that case, using one of these efficient scheduling techniques, we can improve the system throughput, and thus, will achieve better performanceenergy behavior. Supercomputers like the ASCI system are usually heavily loaded with many waiting jobs. An efficient scheduler will certainly help in this scenario. Second, since the completion time difference between the batch scheduling and the three coscheduling schemes (HYBRID, CC and SB) is large, even we can use more sophisticated energy saving technique like dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) [11] at each node. This would save energy without degrading performance compared to a batch scheduler. Finally, we can completely shut down (or use to a sleep mode) a subset of the cluster nodes and can still run the applications without performance penalty using an efficient coscheduling scheme. Looking into these alternatives is essential for energy-aware computing.
CONCLUSIONS
The main conclusions of this paper are the following: First, although most clusters use variations of batch processing, we can get significant performance improvement by switching to a coscheduling mechanism like HYBRID, SB or CC. Our results on the 16-node platform showed up to 68% reduction in the average completion time with the proposed HYBRID scheme. We should get this type of improvement also on large clusters as long as the system is relatively loaded with mixed workloads. A gang scheduling technique like Score, which is currently used in several installations, can also provide better performance than a batch scheduler. However, the proposed HYBRID scheme outperformed it in all the experiments. Second, contrary to some previous results [32, 42] , we recommend using blocking-based scheduling techniques (HYBRID, SB and CC) instead of the spin-only based techniques (DCS and PB) since the former schemes consistently outperformed the later techniques. Third, the proposed HYBRID scheme is the best performer and can be implemented on any platform with only modification in the message passing layer. SB is also a feasible technique that needs little effort for implementation. In view of this, the proposed framework is quite useful and can be used to implement more sophisticated techniques like CC for providing more customized scheduling. Fourth, like batch scheduling, any new technique deployed on a cluster should avoid expensive memory swapping. Finally, the improved efficiency of a scheduling algorithm translates to better performanceenergy ratio, which could be used to explore several avenues to reduce the high maintenance cost. All these performance and energy results strongly support the case for using coscheduling algorithms in dedicated clusters.
We plan to expand our research in several directions. We would like to implement our framework on large and different platforms like Gigabit Ethernet [17] , Quadrics [35] and IBA [20] . This would require implementing the framework in the Ethernet device driver and other NICs. Then, we would conduct measurements on large platforms using LLNL workloads. Moreover, we would like to investigate the performance-energy trade-offs more carefully by using Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS) and sleep mode for the cluster nodes.
